Seasonal flu clinic/ flu-like illness b-roll description TRT 7:23

:01 Sick patients are sitting in a waiting room. A woman comes in the room, signs in, and sits down.

:31 Sick and tired man is in waiting room and blows nose. He is displaying influenza-like illness.

1:00 Woman reading notepad and wiping nose with a tissue

1:14 Sick women in waiting room coughing into tissue, sneezing and displaying influenza-like illness.

1:36 Sick woman trying to read while blowing nose and coughing into tissues

2:18 A receptionist is writing notes while a patient comes to office to sign in.

2:37 Sick woman in waiting room is coughing and blowing nose into tissue. A nurse comes in to call her back to the office.

2:58 Nurse talks to patient in the doctor’s office about symptoms and takes temperature and pulse.

3:57 Nurse takes blood pressure of patient, performs ear exam and examines throat.

5:13 Close-up shot of nurse doing ear exam and throat exam

5:35 Close-up shot of patient’s face while doing throat exam

5:43 Sick young man sipping from a mug and sneezing into a tissue

6:14 Sick boy is lying in bed and mom takes his temperature and feels his head

7:05 Close-up shot of sick boy in bed having his temperature taken

END